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Thank you for the opportunity to review this paper again with its changes. You have written a lovely overview about recovery and what it means in this context especially with respect to recovery from substance misuse. I commented previously that your paper felt like it was in two parts. This time you have the thread of recovery running through it; a great improvement.

I have noted some grammatical issues that need correcting:

- In the abstract I notice that you have a list that starts with b) but there is no a)
- I also suggest that ‘as develop evaluation’ in section d) of the abstract should be ‘and develop evaluation’
- In section 1 I suggest that there is a missing word in ‘broaden treatment these problems’ and it should be ‘broaden treatment for these problems’
- There are various hyphenated words that do not need a hyphen towards the end of section 1 such as mem-ber and re-mission.